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Fostering stronger ties

“Belgium is a small country
whose economy relies heavily
on international trade, exactly
like Singapore. One reason
why Singapore uses Belgium
as its gateway to Europe is
the port of Antwerp, which is
the second-biggest port in
Europe, where PSA has made
its biggest investment outside
of Singapore.”

Belgium and Singapore have a
strong relationship with each other
and have worked to strengthen
this through various developments
over the years. BY AUDREY NG

T

HE first mention of “Singapura” in
print was in a 17th-century memoir
of Jacobus van de Koutere, a native of
Bruges who worked for the Spanish
king. During his visit to Singapore, he
advised that two fortresses be built in
Singapore.
Present-day King Albert Park was
also named after Belgium’s third king, King Albert.
This bit of historical trivia was shared by Andy Detaille,
the current ambassador of Belgium to Singapore.
Long before Belgium and Singapore officially established diplomatic relations, both countries already had a
historical connection.
Belgium and Singapore officially established diplomatic relations in 1966 and have achieved several milestones over the years.
Belgium is the first export destination for Singapore in
the European Union (EU), with exports worth more than
S$6 billion in 2017 and Singapore, which is Belgium’s 11th
biggest trade partner outside the EU, is Belgium’s hub for
exports to South-east Asia.
“Belgium is a small country whose economy relies heavily on international trade, exactly like Singapore. One
reason why Singapore uses Belgium as its gateway to
Europe is the port of Antwerp, which is the second-biggest
port in Europe, where PSA has made its biggest investment outside of Singapore. We also share the same open
outlook about the world, which is why our political relations are excellent with many visits to and fro,” says Mr Detaille.

REMOVAL OF BARRIERS
The most significant event of recent note was the signing
of the landmark free trade agreement (FTA) -between the
EU and Singapore in Brussels, the EUSFTA.
Around 1,400 Belgian companies currently export to
Singapore, with 88 per cent being small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
The EUSFTA will boost trade even further as tariffs will
be removed for all EU products entering Singapore while

Andy Detaille,
ambassador of Belgium to Singapore

dance troupe Compagnie K and Lisbeth Gruwez’s Voetvolk, dancers Miet Warlop, Astrid Boons and Sidi Larbi
Cherkaoui to musicians Robert Casteels and Lilith Verelst
who have performed here.
The embassy also supported the opening of Belgian
artist Jef Geys’ exhibition at Gillman Barracks last year and
regularly participates in film festivals such as the Singapore International Film Festival, where the award-winning
movie Girl was screened.

LOOKING AHEAD

Above: Andy Detaille, the current ambassador of Belgium to Singapore, believes that relations between
both Belgium and Singapore will only continue to grow stronger and he intends to do his part to nurture this.
PHOTO: EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM IN SINGAPORE
84 per cent of Singapore products can enter the EU tariff-free and tariffs for remaining products such as selected
meat and seafood produce, fruits and vegetables will be
progressively removed over a period of three to five
years.
Mr Detaille believes that the EUSFTA will make it easier
for Belgian SMEs to enter Singapore as it also abolishes a
number of non-tariff trade barriers and be beneficial to
SMEs which “form the backbone” of the Belgian economy.
“The FTA sets in stone the low tariffs that we were already

granting each other, which results in predictability for our
companies and their long-term planning. We should also
not underestimate the symbolic value of the FTA and the
message of belief in free trade and multilateralism it
sends in times in which these notions have come under increased scrutiny,” he notes.

ARTISTIC EXCHANGE
On the cultural side of things, Belgium artists have been
finding their way to Singapore. Mr Detaille highlights

As ambassador, Mr Detaille also organises programmes
for visiting delegations, activities for the public and works
to attract investment together with regional organisations
from Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels.
An important event this year for the embassy is preparing for its elections on May 26 and organising out-of-country voting for the 2,000-strong Belgian community in
Singapore, the biggest in any Asian city.
As a result, there will be fewer delegations visiting
from Belgium due to the election campaign, but he hopes
to attract more Belgian delegations to Singapore in future
to showcase the city-state’s achievements and to try to
identify new avenues of cooperation.
Last year alone saw four ministers, two trade delegations and numerous companies participating in trade fairs
in Singapore, with the support of the regional agencies for
trade and promotion and investment.
Another thing Mr Detaille hopes to work on is the establishment of a direct passenger flight between Singapore
and Brussels.
“The business case for such a connection is excellent
and I hope to play my part in convincing the stakeholders
to start it up again. It would be a tangible result of my passage here and it is something many people are eagerly
awaiting,” he adds.
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Belgian presence continues
to grow in Singapore
Keen to break into the Asian market and drawn by favourable regulations, Belgium businesses have contributed to the Republic’s
development and benefitted too. BY AUDREY NG

B

ELGIAN companies have
been operating in Singapore for years with around
220 firms active in sectors
such as logistics, maritime,
dredging, chemicals, IT services, technology, food
and beverage, banking and

consultancy.
One notable project ongoing now by a Belgium company is the construction of the
mega Tuas Terminal Phase 1. Belgian company Dredging International Asia Pacific
(DIAP) and joint venture partner Daelim from
South Korea were awarded a S$2.42 billion
contract for work on phase 1 of the terminal
in 2015, a massive undertaking which involves the construction of 20 deep water
berths. Phase 1 is due to be completed by
December 2019.
DIAP has also done large amounts of land
reclamation work on Jurong Island since
1995.
Logistics company Katoen Natie is another
Belgian company that has made a breakthrough in Singapore with its SuperTruck
concept, together with Allied, that can carry
two 40-foot or four 20-foot containers. It is
also the first in Singapore to operate a driverless truck.
“Katoen Natie has been a trailblazer in
Singapore in the fields of green energy and
autonomous transport. They were the first to
use autonomous trucks on their site in Jurong
and are the first to sell the electricity generated by the solar panels on the roof of their
factory in Jurong back to the grid, through a
blockchain-secured solution in cooperation
with Singapore Power,” says Andy Detaille, ambassador of the Kingdom of Belgium in Singapore.
“Singapore is an attractive place for Belgian
businesses because it is easy and fast to incorporate a company. Furthermore, the political
climate is stable, the tax regime is beneficiary,
the legal system is trustworthy and a transparent and highly skilled workforce is available.
The fact that no corruption is tolerated in
Singapore is also an important factor for Bel-

Left: BLBG’s
Els Van Poucke
notes that in the
past few years,
Belgian fintech and
technology
companies
have been
establishing a
presence in
Singapore due to
the Republic’s open
economy and
support of
innovation. Above,
right: Ambassador
Andy Detaille and
Ms Van Poucke at
BLBG’s annual
opening reception
to kick off the new
business year.
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gian companies,” says Els Van Poucke, president of the Belgium Luxembourg Business
Group (BLBG).

TAPPING INTO ASIA’S GROWTH
Singapore is also used as a hub for Belgian
companies looking to expand into South-east
Asia for its favourable regulations as well as

its geographical location, according to Ms Van
Poucke.
She notes that in the past few years, Belgian fintech and technology companies have
been establishing a presence in Singapore due
to the Republic’s open economy and support
of innovation.
One such company was investment and advisory firm Zephyr Ventures, which set up an

office in Singapore in May 2014.
“Singapore is the gateway to many opportunities both geographically and metaphorically. Given our interest in technology businesses we wanted to be in the centre of
South-east Asia, which probably contains the
fastest-growing digital economies in the
world. Their scale and pace of growth are
enormous, but they are typically overshadowed by China and India,” says Joachim
Vandaele, Zephyr’s managing partner.
He highlights Singapore’s infrastructure
which is welcoming to companies, especially
startups, and its transparent tax and legal regulations that are easy to follow.
Singapore’s attractiveness to businesses
looking for a South-east Asian base is beneficial to Zephyr, which invests in growth companies.
“Singapore holds all cards to become a
centre not just for creating new ventures, but
as a centre for scaling them into international
players. Value is created through scaling, and
we are excited to be able to contribute to this

process from the inside,” adds Mr Vandaele.
He intends to recruit more people in Singapore as he foresees that the business will
grow.
Another Belgian company is data platform
company NGDATA, which acquired its first
Singaporean client in 2016 and decided to
open an office the following year to better
serve its local customers and to tap into the
Asia-Pacific (APAC) region.
“Interest from other companies in the
APAC region was growing and Singapore was
the right hub for us to manage our operations
in the region. Additionally, Singapore’s tech
scene and funding for innovative scale-ups is
what made us decide on making our APAC office the centre of gravity for all our artificial intelligence (AI) developments. Consequently,
we set up an AI lab in 2018,” says Jens Ponnet,
vice president, APAC at NGDATA.
With many companies investing in customer data platforms to leverage customer
data, Mr Ponnet believes that being in Singapore is the right move for NGDATA.
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Making new
partnerships
The Belgium and Luxembourg Business Group provides a platform
for networking between both Belgian and Luxembourg businesses
as well as their Singaporean counterparts. BY AUDREY NG

B

ELGIAN businesses new to Singapore
may not know how to get in touch with
the relevant partners for their needs
while Singaporean businesses looking
to work with Belgium may not know
who the right person is.
That’s where the Belgium and Luxembourg Business Group (BLBG) comes
in. It aims to support professionals and businesses from
the two European nations in Singapore by expanding business opportunities and developing business relations
with local and regional parties.
There are 140 members, representing a wide variety of
sectors spanning airports (Brussels Airport), logistics (Katoen Natie), maritime and dredging (DEME Group), finance
(KBC Bank), food and beverage (Barry Callebaut), chemicals (Solvay), consultancy (Delaware), fintech (SWIFT) and
other tech companies (data management company NGDATA).

SHARING BEST PRACTICES
“BLBG organises networking events such as networking
drinks and business lunches, interesting talks, presentations and seminars on different topics which are relevant
for our members, as well as learning field trips and company visits,” says Els Van Poucke, president of BLBG.
“These events not only give members a chance to make
connections with each other, but also provide a platform
to share best practices on conducting business in Singapore and the region,” she adds.
For instance, in December last year, Belgian software
company SettleMint presented on blockchain technologies to BLBG members at the residence of the Belgian ambassador.
Also in the same month, BLBG members toured the
Tuas Terminal Finger 2 Project at the behest of Belgian
dredging, environment and marine engineering firm
Dredging International Asia Pacific (DIAP).
BLBG membership offers a wide range of benefits. Members’ businesses receive promotional opportunities on the
Group’s online directory, website and mailing lists. They
also gain access to the job posting and newsflash features
on the BLBG website.
In addition, BLBG organises a yearly gala dinner which
is well-attended by around 250 business people, including members and non-members.
These excellent networking opportunities are due to
the strong partnerships that BLBG has cultivated. It is a
member of the European Chamber of Commerce

BLBG members went on a field trip to see the
progress of the Tuas terminal last December.
BLBG is a member of the European Chamber of
Commerce, giving members the opportunity
to update themselves on important issues and
developments. PHOTO: BLBG
(EuroCham), giving members the opportunity to keep
themselves updated on important issues and developments. BLBG members are also given subsidised rates to
attend EuroCham’s networking events.
BLBG also works closely with the Belgian Embassy, the
Luxembourg Consulate and the national and regional
Trade and Investment Promotion Agencies of both nations.
The Trade & Investment Counsellors from the three regions of Belgium (Flanders, Brussels and Wallonia) are also
based in Singapore. They answer trade and investment requests, organise business-to-business meetings, trade
missions and trade shows.

ECONOMIC CONNECTIONS
In November 2018, BLBG also supported a business delegation from the Chamber of Commerce of Antwerp-Waasland. The Group organised a networking lunch
titled “Antwerp Meets Singapore”.
Speakers included Belgian secretary of state Philippe
de Backer, Antwerp governor Cathy Berx, Singapore’s Minister for Environment and Water Resources Masagos
Zulkifli, and the president of Singapore Management University Arnoud de Meyer, who is Belgian.
The speakers presented on possible economic connections between Singapore and Antwerp.

